Conditions for the existence of finite and a finite invariant measures for a Markov operator on C(X) are studied.
(1) ||-P||=1.
(2) Pl = l. Now if/ = 0 then PfS^O, because we may assume that 0^/gl and thenP(l-/) = l-P/gl.
We shall also assume: (3) If p is a countably additive measure then so is P*p. By a measure we mean a positive finite measure, unless otherwise stated. Every countably additive measure is regular since it is defined on Baire sets.
It is enough to assume (3) only for ju = 8X, x£X, since then P(x, A) = P*èx(A) is a probability measure for a fixed x and if .4 £2, P(-, A) is 2 measurable: If 4 £2 is compact then there exists a sequence of continuous functions 0^/^ = 1,/« J, 1a (where l¿(x) =0 if x(£A and 1 if xEA). Thus P(x, ^4)=lim"P*5I(fn)=limnP/"0) and is measurable. Now the collection of AE^ such that P(-, A) is measurable is a a field and thus all of 2. Clearly P*n(A) =fP(x, A)n(dx) is a countably additive measure whenever ¡j. is. Also P/O) =fP(x, dy)f(y) and if 0 5¡/"s;i and/n J,/ then Pfn(x)-*Pf(x). This last property almost implies (3). vo(f) = 0 for every continuous function with compact support. There exists a sequence of functions/", 0 ^/" ^ l,/" continuous with compact support, /"àlc"-We may assume that the sequence is monotone since we may replace it by the sequence max(/i, • • • ,/"). Thus/" f 1 and vi(X) =lim Vl(fn) =lim P*ß(fn) =\im ß(Pfn) and by (3') the limit is ß(X). Thus vQ(X) = 0 and v0 = 0.
Remarks. If X is compact then (3') follows from Dini's Theorem. We do not know if (3') suffices without assuming that X is the union of countably many compact sets.
In [2, Theorem 1 ] the problem of existence of a finite measure was studied. This result can be improved. As in [3, Lemma 2] it is easy to show that if (4) holds for every set A, whose complement is in 11 then ¿2"-i PuIb(x)>0
for every x£X and .B£1L Thus if X is any a finite countably additive invariant measure then \(B)>0 for every .B£ll.
Theorem 3. Let P satisfy (1), (2) and (3). The operator P satisfies (4), for every complement of a set in It, if and only if (5) // g is upper semicontinuous, O^gjSl, and Pg^g, then g is a constant.
Proof. If condition (4) fails for some A whose complement .BGH, let a be a continuous function with O^a^l.a^lx and a = 0 on some set C, CG It-Then (aPa)"i l g where g = 0 on C, g is not identically
zero. Now g=aPag^P(ag) ¿Pg and g is upper semicontinuous which contradicts (5). Conversely, if g is upper semicontinuous and Pg^g find some 0<a<l so that [x: g(x)<a} is an open set which is neither <f> norX. This is possible since g is not a constant. Putgi = max(g -a, 0) then gi is again upper semicontinuous, Pgi^gi and {x:gi(x)=0} contains an open set, V, in U. Let A be the complement of V then (TAPTA)gi = TAPgi^TAgi = gi so (.TAPTA)»l^(TAPTA)ugi^gi contradicting (4).
